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Abstract
Recently admixtures had made a major importance in the concrete manufacturing. These
admixtures materials ranged from blood in the history to the recent retarding agents. In this paper
analysis of properties of concrete using safety matches powder as admixture is studied and
verified the strength of concrete and temperature emitted due to chemical reaction to the normal
Portland cement. Using safety matches powder the temperature emitted due to exothermal
reaction of concrete has reduced. This gives better results hence we can use this safety matches
powder as an admixture where the reacting temperature and the emitting temperature place a
crucial role in construction and maintenance.
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1. Introduction
A material other than water, aggregates, or cement that is used as an ingredient of concrete or
mortar to control setting and early hardening, workability or to provide additional cementing
properties. Over decades’ attempts have been made to obtain concrete with certain desired
categorists such as high compressive strength, high workability, and high performance and
durability parameters to meet the requirements of complexity of modern structures. The
properties commonly modified are the heat hydration, excel rate or retard setting time,
workability, water reduction, dispersion and air entertainment impermeability and duration
factors. Generally, admixtures are subdivided into two parts chemical admixtures and mineral
admixtures. Chemical admixtures are artificial admixtures which were created by humans.
Whereas, mineral admixtures, are admixtures obtained as a waste material while processing
natural minerals. In the present work we consider the safety matches powder as a chemical
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admixture [5] [6]. The safety matches powder consists of mixture of red phosphorous, potassium
chloride, Sulphur, sugar, rubber, glass capsules sulphuric acid, potassium chlorate, oxidizing
agents, with neutralizer (Zn or CaCO3), 20-30% of siliceous filler, diatomite, and glue. Recently
fire retarded chemicals such as alum, sodium silicate and other salts [1] [2] and others are
included in safety match powder to prevent the accidental burns.
Safety matches powder used as a chemical admixture the absorbing temperature properties and
transmitting temperatures of concrete has reduced. Since, very less number of literature found
related to the present study, the author just compared his work with general ordinary Portland
cement.
2. Methodology
The matchbox powder collected from manufactures. This powder must not be exposed to sun
light and other chemical reaction. Instead packing powder in aluminum sheets or polythene cover
helps in protecting powder from atmospheric moisture. While mixing the powder must be free
from lumps.
Target strength of concrete was determined by following equation
Target strength= f’ck= fck +1.65(s) from IS10262-2009 [3]. The amount of hair admixture
was calculated from the following equation,
Volume of powder used = (mass of chemical admixture/specific gravity of admixture *1000) [4]
The specific gravity of safety matches was found 1.82 by Le-Chatelier princlpe [5]
[6]. The cube casted for the size 15cm3. The compression and flexure strength were tested for 1,
3, 7,21,23,28 days after casting.
An empty spaced cube with bottom, size of 10*10*10cm casted using concrete with safety
matches powder concrete and walls of thickness 1cm. Water of 1000c was filled in empty cube
and the time consumed for reduction of temperature of water to 400c were noted down. This
gives the time consumed by cube to reduce inner temperature of 1000c of water to 400c. An
empty cube casted by using safety matches powder concrete size 10*10*10 was inserted into
another larger empty cube casted using plane cement concrete size of 15*15*10cm. 3cm
sufficient space was left between two cubes was filled with Water of 100c and top side of cube
was closed by lid. Water temperature was noted down after 8mins for 1,3,7,21,23 and 28 days of
similar casted samples. The difference between the water temperature noted after 8min and the
temperature at room temperature gives the amount of heat transmitted through the walls of inner
cube.
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3. Results and Discussions
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4. Conclusions & Recommendations
From the fig (2) it can be observed that M20 grade concrete with safety match powder transmitted
less temperature (1.120c) compared to the normal concrete (1.30c). Temperature transmittance
capacity found more or less same for the entire grade. This clearly states that approximately 20%
of heat transmitting property has decreased.
In Fig (3) shows time taken by each sample to cool down from 1000c to 400c. Present study
reveals that safety matches concrete cube takes very less time 37min 46 sec comparatively to the
normal concrete 41min 36 sec. That is 3min 50 sec faster. Hence it says the temperature liberated
during chemical reaction may be less in the safety cubes.
Fig (1) shows. There is no considerable change in the compressive strength, in all the grades.
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